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SUMMARY 

The S.A. and SWEDE claims comprising a total of 72 contiguous 

mineral claims are located in the central Yukon some 20 air miles 

northwest of Mayo. It is accessible only on its southeastern Swede 

#38 and #40 claims by a rough 4-wheel drive road some 45 miles from 

Mayo. 

The claims were staked during the latter part of May 1978 after 

a study of government geochemical maps, old claim maps and old reports 

on the Peso ground was done. This study revealed that the area is 

anomalous in tin, tungsten, boron and gold. The junctions of several 

major streams, possible vein extensions from the Peso ground and the 

possibility of another small tin bearing intrusive plug near the junction 

of Swede and Secret Creek made this area an attractive exploration target. 

It was decided to evaluate this property at the same time the 

Dublin Gulch Property was being evaluated. Personnel from the Dublin 

Gulch Project became available near the last week of August and first 

two weeks of September 1978. 

As a major aerial photography survey, aerial triangulation survey 

and map production was being considered for Dublin Gulch in early May 

1978, it was decided to incorporate the Secret Creek and Swede Creek 

area into th~s program. The additional costs would be much less than 

if a totally new survey was implimented at a later date. The aerial 

photography, aerial triangulation and 1:5000 scale map production 

would be necessary for geologic mapping control, geochemical survey 

control and other future survey controls. 
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The cutting out and establishing of survey sites was done during 

the first two weeks of July. The helicopter was used for this work 

as well as setting out reconnaissance sampling and mapping crews on 

Dublin Gulch. From the 14th of July to the 31st of July 1978, two 

McElhanney surveyor surveyed all the sites with the aid of a helicopter 

and tied them into the government control points. The government 

control points were also checked for accuracy. The aerial photography, 

consisting of three high level flight lines over the Dublin Gulch and 

Secret Creek areas, was flow on July 30, 1978. The resultant photos 

are of very high quality and a 1:5000 scale orthophoto of the area 

is presently being prepared from them. 

McElhanney Engineering was also commissioned to produce 13 

1:5000 scale topography maps from government aerial photography done 

in 1960-1961. Eleven of the map sheets cover the Dublin Gulch -

Haggart Creek claims area while 2 of the map sheets cover the S.A. 

and SWEDE claims and proximal areas. It was hoped to have the 

completed maps available before the mapping and geochemical program 

began at the end of August 1978. This was not the case and data 

was plotted on a 1:10000 scale blow-up map made up of 4 1:50000 

scale government topogrpahy maps. The 1:5000 maps arrived in late 

September and were sent back to McElhanney for correcting when the 

new photography was available. This work as well as the orthophoto 

production is still in progress. 

When the cutting out of survey sites was done it was observed 

that very little outcrop if any, existed on the property. It was 

decided to do a reconnaissance sediment sampling survey on the 

drainages running across the claims and do a soil sampling survey 

on the claim lines as well as do geologic mapping along the claim 

lines. 
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From August 22 to August 27, 1978 the claim lines and non 

existent intermediary claim boundary lines were cut and blazed, 

chained, compassed and marked with stations at 150 meter intervals. 

Almost all the soil sampling on the grid lines was done from Aug. 28 

to Sept. 9, 1978 while the bulk of the streams were sampled from 

Sept. 10 to Sept. 14, 1978. A helicopter was used to drop out and 

pick up crews when necessary. The lines were mapped from Sept. 2 

to Sept. 5, 1978 and no outcrop was found. 

Several areas of anomalous values in tin, tungsten, gold and 

silver were located within the claim boundaries and outside the 

claim boundaries. These anomalies are discussed under the title 

of "CONCLUSIONS". 

CONCLUSIONS 

1) Only two tungsten anomalies of significance are located on the 

claims. Second order anomalies are located on the Swede #3 

claim and more noteably on the Swede #38 and #40 claims. It 

is believed by the writer that erosion of scheelite bearing 

skarn units are responsible for the anomalies. The anomaly 

found on the Swede #38 and #40 claims is coincident with a 

gold anomaly. 

2) Tin is more mobile in stream sediments and is more reliable 

for defining anomalous areas than soil samples. Sediment 

anomalies range from 14 p.p.m. Sn to 120 p.p.m. Sn while soil 

anomalies rarely exceeded 5 p.p.m. Significant sediment 

anomalies are located along Secret Creek north of its 

confluence with Swede Creek. Anomalous values are found 

along Swede Creek southeast of where Secret Creek joins in. 

Soil samples taken near the confluence of Secret Creek and 

Swede Creek are anomalous in tin. These samples are located 

in the creek valleys and would more closely represent a silt 

sample rather than a soil sample thus explaining the higher 

tin values than those found in the other soil samples. 
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3) Two of the most significant gold anomalies are found on the 

claims. The first anomaly and the one with the highest values 

(120 p.p.b. and 180 p.p.b.) is located on a north facing slope 

just below a ridge on the S.A. 9 and 10 claims. As this anomaly 

is near a ridge top, the overburden is most likely thin. The 

anomaly may outline an area of gold bearing quartz veins. The 

second anomaly of significance is located on the Swede #37, 

38 and 40 claims and is coincident with a previously described 

tungsten anomaly. Both the gold and tungsten anomalies are 

believed to have formed as a result of erosion of a veined and 

skarnified area located to the southeast of the claims near 

the headwaters of the small creek that flows into the above 

mentioned claims. 

4) Three silver anomalies of significance were located on and off 

the claims. Two streams that lie to the northwest of the S.A. 

claims and flow into the S.A. #5 and S.A. #2, 4, 13 and 15 claims 

respectively exhibit the highest values in the claims area. The 

most westerly creek that flows into the S.A. #5 claim and Swede 

Creek has 5 samples that range in value from .4 p.p.m. to 1.2 

p.p.m. while the creek that flows across the S.A. #2, #4, #13 

and #15 claims and into Swede Creek has samples that range in 

value from .1 p.p.m. to .8 p.p.m. It is believed that these 

anomalies outline a northeasterly set of silver bearing veins. 

The third anomaly is actually made up of two soil anomalies that 

trend in an east-west direction across the Swede 25, 26, 27 and 

28 claims. Although a much weaker anomaly than the two mentioned 

above (range - .2 p.p.m. to .6 p.p.m.), it is significant in that 

its trend is sub-parallel to the northeasterly trending Peso area 

silver lead veins. Similar veins may occur in the vicinity of 

the anomaly and be buried under overburden. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

1) Detailed soil sampling should be done at 50 meter intervals 

along lines spaced 150 meters apart between the already 

established lines. This would define the lateral extent 

of the anomalies discussed above to a greater degree. 

2) Streams that lie south of the S.A. claims and flow into 

Haggart Creek should be sampled. 

3) The ridge and valley walls that flank the two silver 

bearing streams to the northwest of the S.A. claims should 

be geologically mapped, prospected and sampled (soil) to try 

and establish a definite source for the silver. anomalies. 

The ridges and valley walls along Secret Creek (north of its 

junction with Swede Creek) should be geologically mapped, 

prospected for intrusive plugs and soil sampled. Lines 

could be stablished along the valley walls paralleling 

contours and spaced 150 meters apart. Three lines each on 

the east and west valley walls of Secret Creek should be 

done to start. If results proved encouraging more lines 

could be established up slope from the previous lines. 

4) If the results of the above work prove to be encouraging 

and the anomalies further defined, cat renching should be 

considered to exposed bedrock to facilitate geologic mapping 

and channel sampling. 

5) The creek that flows northwesterly into Haggart Creek and 

across the Swede #38 and #40 claims should be prospected 

to its headwaters to check for skarn float. If an area of 

considerable skarn float is located and it contains scheelite, 

cat trenching should be done to expose any units that may be 

buried under shallow overburden. 
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6) . If the additional soil sampling on the new lines in the vicinity 

of the Swede #25, 26, 27 and 28 claims outlines the silver 

anomaly more precisely, cat trenching should be done to try 

and penetrate the overburden. If the overburden is not too 

deep northeasterly trenching siliver-lead veins may be found 

in bedrock. 

7) A proton magnetometer (for maximum overburden penetration) 

survey should be conducted along all the claim grid lines 

established in 1978 as well as along the new lines that would 

be established as noted in these recommendations. The data 

from this survey may outline an overburden covered intrusion. 

It is expected that any intrusive units in the area would have 

a different magnetic signature than that of the metasedimentary 

rocks as is the case on Dublin Gulch. The tin, gold and silver 

anomalies may be associated with veining, dyking and faulting 

emanating from the intrusion. 
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Statement of Costs - 1979 Program S.A. and SWEDE Claims 

Salaries and Wages 

Personnel 

2 Junior Assistants 

(Sampling - line surveys -

geophysics) 21 days at $46/day 

= 966 x 2 

1 Project Geologist 

(coordination - trench layout 

map new lines and data 

$ 1,932.00 

interpretation)- 21 days at $65/day $ 1,355.00 

Helicopter - 10 hrs. at $375/hr. $ 3,750.00 

Room and Board - 73 mandays at $15/manday $ 1,095.00 

Geochemistry - 500 samples - 4 elements (wo
3

, Sn, Au, 

Ag) analyzed - $11.35/sample 

Camp Construction - 1 wooden tent frame and supplies 

Cat trenching - D-7 or D-8 size cat - 80 hrs. 

at $85/hr. 

Diesel Fuel for Cat - 45 gallons per day - 10 days 

= 80 hrs. = 450 gallons at 

$1.20/gallon 

Expediting - 3 men for 21 days and l man for 10 days 

Food supplies - 21 days 

Report Preparation - 1 month - drafting, compilation, 

evaluation etc. 

Sub-Total 

Plus 10% contingency 

TOTAL 

$ 5,675.00 

$ 1,000.00 

$ 850.00 

$ 540.00 

$ 500.00 

$ 500.00 

$ 3,000.00 

$21,297.00 

2,129.70 

$23,494.70 



INTRODUCTION 

Location and Access - Figure l and 11. 

The contiguous groups of claims called the S.A. and SWEDE are 

located in the vicinity of Secret Creek, Swede Creek and Haggart 

Creek. This area is located in the central Yukon some 20 air miles 

northwest of Mayo and bounded by Lines of Longitude 135°57' West 

and 136°5 1 West Long. and by Lines of Latitude 63°57' and 63°59' 

North Lat. This area is located on N.T.S. map sheets 115-P-16 

and 105-M-13. 

The property is accessible on its southern extremities by road 

some 45 miles from Mayo. A good all weather road goes from Mayo 

for 30 miles to the South McQuesten River Bridge. From the bridge, 

a 4-wheel drive (primarily) tote road runs along Haggart Creek 

some 15 miles to a point where Swede Creek (local name) flows over 

the road and joins Haggart Creek. An old cat road follows Swede 

Creek to its confluence with Secret Creek and then proceeds to the 

old Peso ground located on the hills to the north-east of the 

above creeks. This road was last used in the early 1960's and has 

all but disappeard where it should have joined the main road. The 

tote road was only negotiable by caterpillar tractor during the 

summer of 1978. A helicopter was used to set out geochemical 

sampling crews and survey crews because of the lack of vehicle 

accessibility. 

All exploration and sampling was carried on out of the Dublin 

Gulch base camp. A flood caused by a heavy rain, occurred in mid 

July and negated the possibility of fixing up the road to a point 

where it could readily be utilized by trucks during the remainder 

of the season. 

1. 
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Climate 

The climate is typical of the Central Yukon area with a mean 

annual temperature of -2°C. The low average temperature is about 

-10°C and the high average temperature is about -3°C. The temper

atures from winter to summer range from lows of -55°c to highs 

of +30°C. 

The average annual precipitation is about 38.1 cm. with most 

of the rainfall occurring in May and June. Daily heavy thunder 

showers occur throughout the summer months. 

Snow begins to accumulate as early as mid September and is 

melted by mid June at higher elevations. Up to 1.5 meters of snow 

may accumulate on the hill tops surrounding the Swede and Secret 

Creek drainages. 

Topography and Vegetation. 

The claim area is traversed by three main drainages. Swede 

Creek flows easterly through the center of the S.A. claims and then 

flows southeasterly through the center of the Swede claims. Swede 

Creek crosses the Haggart Creek road and joins the southwesterly 

flowing Haggart Creek. Secret Creek (southwesterly flowing) joins 

Swede Creek at a point some 2800 meters upstream from its con

fluence with Haggart Creek. Haggart Creek discharges all the 

water from the above creeks into the South McQuesten River. 

2. 



The Swede Creek Valley is covered with dense buck brush that 

reaches heights of up to 1.5 meters. Walking is very difficult in 

this brush. Overmature sparcely distributed fir and spruce are 

found in this swampy valley. The fir and spruce trees become much 

more dense on the valley walls and cover completely most of the 

hills that are less than 1370 meters in elevation. Patches of 

poplar are found throughout the area. The Secret Creek Valley is 

better drained in its lower reaches and is well timbered with fir, 

spruce and poplar. The buck brush is still present but rarely 

exceeds l meter in height. Only in the upper reaches of the creek 

valley to the northeast where Ironrust Creek also originates, do 

the trees disappear and the buck brush takes over. This is in

dicative of the more swamp like conditions. 

The hills surrounding the claims generally range from 1060 

meters to 1220 meters in height. The hills are well timbered up 

to 1220 meters and then gives way to buck brush as the elevation 

reaches 1370 meters on the higher peaks. 

Overburden cover on the claims is extensive and even though 

detailed prospecting was carried out in conjunction with geo

chemical sampling, no outcrop was found. Checks were done on the 

float rock found in creek channels. 

History 

The Swede Creek and Secret Creek drainages have been explored 

over the last 80 years. This exploration appears to have occurred 

intermittently with no period of consistent and systematic explora

tion evident. The only exception to this is the work done on the 

lead, antimony and silver veins found on the Peso claims located 

northeast of the Swede and S.A. claims. Numerous grown over roads 

3. 



as well as open roads cross these hills. Many cat trenches and 

shafts and adits are located on this property. The MIC 1-4 and 

6-8, H 1-6 and Rex 1-8 claims are owned by Peso Silver Mines. 

A small high grading operation ran for a short time with the 

lead, silver and antimony bearing ore coming from a series of east

northeast trending quartz veins. 

Secret Creek and Swede Creek were worked by placer miners that 

came into the Dublin Gulch area in the late 1890 and earlys 1900's. 

Little gold was found apparently as there is no evidence of sluice 

placer mining or other types of placer operations as compared to 

the Dublin Gulch area to the east. Placer leases have been staked 

and allowed to lapse over the years. 

A review of government geochemistry programs brought the area 

to the attention of Canada Tungsten's staff. A few anomalous 

boron samples and the associated presence of tungsten and tin in 

the stream sediments indicated the possibility of a placer tungsten 

and tin deposit existing near bedrock in old stream channels. It 

was then felt that an extension of the Peso lead silver veins may 

cut the area and be masked by overburden. If the vein system is 

zoned, gold and tungsten may be present in these vein extensions. 

Small tin bearing stocks are found in the Dublin Gulch area and it 

is feasible that another one exists in this area and may be hidden 

by overburden. Scheelite bearing skarn units belonging to the Yukon 

Group of metasediments may also be masked by overburden. These 

systems may be the source area for any placer minerals. It was 

felt that a good geochemical silt and soil sampling and prospecting 

program might indicate possible source areas under the overburden 

in the claim area. 

4. 



Work Done in the 1978 Program. 

A program of ground survey control for aerial photography 

control, 1:5000 map production, geologic prospecting and geo

chemical soil and silt sampling was carried out on and around the 

72 S.A. and Swede mineral claims. This program was designed to 

provide accurate control for geologic and geochemical surveys. 

McElhanney Surveying was commissioned to prepare 13 1:5000 

base maps from government air photos. The map sheets cover the 

Dublin Gulch, Haggart Creek and Lynx Creek drainages while approxi

mately 2~ of the 13 maps cover the Secret Creek and Swede Creek 

drainages. (See map 1). These maps were necessary so work could 

begin while McElhanney was carrying out a new comprehensive aerial 

triangulation survey tied in with the flying of new aerial photo

graphy. (See map 2). The 1:5000 maps produced from government 

photography were merged with the new survey data and new corrected 

maps are nearing completion. All data from the 1978 geochemical 

survey program is plotted on a 1:10000 scale map which was produced 

from a 1:50000 scale government topography map. The data on this 

map will be transferred and combined with 1979 field data on the 

new 1:5000 scale maps. 

Three high level air photo flight lines were flown to give 

stereo coverage at a scale of l inch equals ~ mile over 76 square 

miles of ground. Corrected 1:5000 topography maps with a 10 meter 

contour interval and a 1:5000 scale orthophoto are currently 

nearing completion as a result of the new triangulation survey 

and aerial photography. 

5. 



Canada Tungsten crews cut out and established all survey sites 

with the aid of a helicopter during the first week of July. During 

the latter part of July, McElhanney crews quickly surveyed all the 

sites in with the aid of a helicopter. On July 29 the aerial 

photography was flown. 

As initial prospecting indicated a severe lack of outcrop 

in the claim area, it was decided to carry out a detailed 

reconnaissance stream sediment and soil sampling program. This 

program was designed to locate anomalies which would provide 

target areas that would, in the future, justify the expense of 

bulldozer trenching to bedrock. More detailed geologic pros

pecting was carried on in conjunction with the sampling program 

in the hopes of locating some outcrop or at least good angular 

scree. It was hoped this would help to correlate geologic 

information from the more outcrop rich Peso and Dublin Gulch 

area with this new area in the hope of finding more skarn zones, 

stocks and vein systems. 

During the fall of 1978 and spring of 1979 all the geochemical 

data was compiled, keypunched and processed with the aid of a 

computer. Statistical analysis of the data was done by hand. 

Secret Creek Property - Survey Controls. 

Survey control procedures undertaken at Secret Creek and 

Dublin Gulch were combined to give accurate and complete coverage 

over all the ground. As thirteen map sheets were produced, the 

cost of map production, aerial triangulation, photography and 

orthophoto production was prorated over the 13 sheet areas. 

Control procedures for the Secret Creek area can be broken 

down into five distinct parts. They are (1) Map production 

from government aerial photography (1960-1961), (2) 1978 Ground 

Aerial Triangulation Survey, (3) 1978 Aerial Photography, 

(4) Production of new 1:5000 scale topography maps and ortho

photo from 1978 Aerial Photography, (5) Chain and compass grid 

control on claim lines and claim boundaries. 

6. 



1. Map Production from Government Aerial Photography 

(1960-1961). (See Map 1). 

With the acquisition by Canada Tungsten of some 

72 mineral claims in the Secret-Swede Creek area 

and another 453 claims in the Dublin Gulch area 

during April and May of 1978, it was necessary 

to have map coverage at sufficient scale to 

adequately evaluate this area. 

Government 1:50000 scale maps are the only topographic 

map sheets available so McElhanney Surveying and 

Engineering were commissioned to produce 13 map sheets 

At a scale of 1:5000 with a 10 meter contour interval. 

all aspects of the aerial map and photography work, 

mapping and geochemical surveys were carried out in 

metric to avoid conversion and confusion in future 

years as Canada goes metric. The 13 map sheets are 

outlined on Map 1 but the actual topography plotted 

lies within the boundaries of the fine dashed line. 

This was done to give cost effective map production 

that would encompass all the claims and yield enough 

peripheral topographic information to aid in evaluating 

the outer boundaries of the claims. 

The production maps by McElhanney was slow so blow 

ups of government 1:50000 scale maps to a scale of 

1:10000 were required to carry out geologic and geo

chemical surveys. All contours are measured in "feet" 

on these maps. This data is plotted on maps 3, 4, 5 

and 6. This work and 1979 work is being transferred 

and/or plotted directly onto the 1:5000 maps during 

the 1979 summer field season. 

7. 



2. 1978 Ground Aerial Triangulation Survey (Map 2). 

In order to meet the time limit set for a best date for 

taking aerial photographs, Canada Tungsten crews cut out 

sites, laid survey markers and placed survey pins on 

35 horizontal and vertical control sites. These sites 

were specified by McElhanney engineers. After these 

sites were established an additional 55 sites were 

established on grid lines, old roads and other noteable 

topographic features. The sites were tied to the 35 

control sites and their U.T.M. coordinates and elevations 

are located on Map No. 2. The sites were established 

with the aid of a helicopter during the first l~ weeks 

of July. 

The McElhanney survey crew consisting of 2 men arrived on 

July 14th and commenced surveying immediately. The 

surveyors were positioned at their sites and moved from 

site to site by a helicopter. The surveying was completed 

on July 30, 1978. 

3. 1978 Aerial Photography - (see Map 1). 

The surveying of ground control points was completed on 

schedule and the photography aircraft flew three high 

level flight lines and two low level flight lines over 

the Secret Creek and Dublin Gulch areas on July 29, 1979. 

The high level lines produced stereo photo covering at a 

scale of 1 inch equals one-half mile. The two low level 

lines (one flown down Dublin Creek, the other down 

Haggart Creek) produced photo coverage at a scale of 

l inch equals 1,000 feet. The flight lines and photo 

numbers are located on Map 1. 

8. 
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4. Production of new Topography maps and orthophotos f rorn 

1978 Aerial Photography. 

The results of the new aerial photography yielded very 

high quality photos. McElhanney instructed Canada 

Tungsten to mark any additional significant points on 

the photos. Some 130 points in addition to the 90 

established points were located on the photos. Most of 

these points fell inside the Dublin Gulch claim block. 

With the aid of the computer, the elevations and co

ordinates of these new points could be estimated 

directly from the photos. 

The orthophoto being made from the high level photography 

covering the mineral claims is nearing completion. The 

new survey date is correlating very well with the old 

government air photos so only minor adjustments will 

have to be made to the 13 1:5000 maps produced from 

them earlier. Grown over cat roads and trenches that 

were made after the 1969-61 government work, show up 

well on the new photos. This information will be 

transferred onto the 1:5000 map sheets. These minor 

adjustments negate the production of a complete set 

of new maps from the new photography thereby saving 

considerable expenditures. 

5. Grid Control. 

It was decided to proceed with a geochemical soil 

sampling program that would utilize the existing claim 

lines as well as the intermediary claim boundary lines. 

The claim lines were located and recompassed, chained 

and slope corrected for accuracy. Stations were spaced 

at 150 meter intervals along the lines. The accurate 

9. 



establishment of the claim lines provided the additional 

control for compassing, chaining and blazing in the 

intermediary claim boundary lines. Stations were spaced 

at 150 meter intervals along these lines as well. The 

lines on the S.A. claims run AZ. 004° while those on the 

Swede claims run AZ. 094°. 

The stream sediment sampling survey was carried out on 

most drainages of significance. The sample stations 

were "generally" spaced at 150 meter intervals. The 

distance between stations was measured by the standard 

pace method. The distance varied between stations to a 

small extent due the lack of silt material at the allocated 

distance of 150 meters. Flags were hung at the sample 

sites. 

GEOLOGIC SETTING OF THE SECRET CREEK PROPERTY 

Regional Geology 

The S.A. and Swede claims are underlain by a thick succession of 

Yukon Group metasedimentary rocks. These rocks are believed to be 

Precambrian and/or Palaeozioc in age (R.W. Boyle - G.S.C. Bulletin 

111, L.H. Green - G.S.C. Memoir 364) but uncertainty about this age 

exists at present. Mapping of the units on the hills and ridges 

(old Peso area) between the Secret Creek claims and the Dublin 

Gulch claims shows that the units belonging to the Yukon Group 

in this area are different from those found on the Dublin Gulch 

Property. These differences are more textural rather than com

positional. 
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Boyle (Bulletin 111) indicates that the area in which the S.A. 

and Swede claims lie are underlain with units of Quartz-mica schist 

(Muscovite-Quartz Schist - Dublin Gulch Project Report - B. Lennan), 

Pebbly to gritty quartzites and minor limestone and skarn. As 

mentioned above, these units, with the exception of limestone and 

skarns, have been located between the Secret Creek Claims and Dublin 

Gulch Claims. No outcrop has been found to date on the S.A. and 

Swede Claims. 

The writer believes that the gritty to pebbly quartz units 

indicate that original pelitic sedimentation was interrupted with 

a more turbid influx that may have reworked and/or deposited more 

poorly sorted sediments of arkozic composition. The pebbly quart

zite units may represent the erosion and redeposition of quartz 

arenite units. No skarn or limestone units have been located to 

date in the area described above. 

Intrusive activity in the area is of Cretaceous age and is 

represented by small stocks (l-3 miles long - Dublin Gulch area) 

and plugs (Dublin Gulch area and ridges between Dublin Gulch and 

Secret Creek) of granodioritic, granitic, dioritic and quartz 

monzonitic composition. Because of overburden, no intrusive 

rocks have been located on the S.A. and Swede Claims. 

Several float specimens of metamorphosed porphyritic rhyolite 

have been located in the creeks draining southeasterly into the 

S.A. 1-6 and S.A. 12, 14, 16 claims. No outcrop has been found 

and it is not known what kind of stratigraphic relationship 

exists between volcanic and metasedimentary units. Green 

(memoir 364) indicates that most of the rhyolite units are 

sill-like bodies that are less than 15 meters thick and are 

seldom traced along strike for more than 100 meters. McConnell 
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and Cockfield suggest a Tertiary age for these rocks while Wheeler 

sites the possibility that some of these rocks may be the same age 

and genetically related to the Cretaceous intrusives that occur in 

this area. 

Structural Geology 

Overburden and lack of outcrop in the claim area has completely 

masked the subtle geologic structural picture. Broader structures 

and trends can be implied from various drainage trends and from the 

geologic mapping done on the Dublin Gulch Claims and on the ridges 

(Peso area) between the Secret Creek Claims and Dublin Gulch Claims 

(1978 Dublin Gulch Project Report - B. Lennan). The Secret Creek 

claim area has undergone three phases of regional metamorphism. 

The Quartz-mica schists and phyllites found on the ridge to the 

northeast of the claims exhibit a micaceous foliation parallel to 

compositional layering. This is an F
1 

event. Rootless isoclines, 

Chevron folds and kinks also occur in these rocks and their axial 

planes lie parallel to the compositional layering and F1 foliation. 

This represents an F2 event. The F3 folding event is occasionally 

evident as quartz rodding features that also lie within the planes 

of F1 and F 2 • Contact metamorphism occurs but is not pervasive in 

the vicinity of the small granitic plugs that outcrop on the ridge 

that lies between the Secret Creek claims and the Dublin Gulch 

claims. It is not known whether any intrusive bodies exist in the 

claim area. 

Anticline and syncline fold axis in the area trend in a north

east-southwest direction. The Lynx Creek Anticline is readily 

observed on the Dublin Gulch Property. The nose of this fold 

plunges west-southwesterly along the ridge south of Dublin 

Gulch. On the ridge (Peso area) between the Secret Creek claims 

and Haggart Creek, the attitudes of the foliation and original 

compositional layering indicate the existence of a synclinal feature. 
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This feature may carry on westward and underly the Secret Creek 

claims. The bedding has strikes that range from west-northwest to 

north-northwest with dips of 30° to 40° northeast. The axis of the 

syncline "appears" to plunge southeasterly towards Haggart Creek. 

Three faulting events are evident in the Secret Creek claim 

area. The oldest faults appear to be normal dipslip types that 

are parallel or sub-parallel to the fold axis. They trend in an 

easterly direction and may have a small amount of strike slip 

displacement. Easterly trending drainages that cut the ridges 

between Secret Creek and Haggart Creek outline these faults very 

well. A north-northeasterly to north-northwesterly trending set 

of faults displace the above mentioned faults and are believed 

to represent the second period of faulting. The Secret Creek 

valley outlines the best example of this fault while other 

drainages on the S.A. claims flowing northerly and southerly 

into Swede Creek outline similar faults. The youngest faulting 

event "appears" to be related to the intrusive activity in the 

area. This fault is a veined fissure system that lies on the 

ridge northeast of the claims. The Peso silver, lead and antimony 

showings are found in veins belonging to this system. This system 

trends in a northeasterly direction and may be connected to the 

gold-arsenic veins found on the ridge south of Dublin Gulch. The 

writer believes this is a strong and fairly continuous system and 

could continue southwesterly and lie under covered Secret Creek 

claims. The fault and its associated veins cut across all rock 

types and faults observed to date. 

GEOCHEMISTRY 

A geochemical survey program was undertaken on the S.A. and 

Swede claims during the summer of 1978. The program was made up 

of two surveys. A reconnaissance stream sediment sampling and 

prospecting program was initiated to test the drainages flowing 

into and within claims. This survey was done during the latter 

part of August 1978. A grid was then established on the claim 
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lines and intermediary claim boundary lines. Soil sampling, geologic 

mapping and prospecting was carried out on the lines. From the 

initial reconnaissance work and observations made while establishing 

survey sites, it was felt that the sampling might reflect background 

and anomalous signatures of the underlying rock in this outcrop 

deficient area. 

All stream sediment and soil samples were sent to Chemex Labs 

in Vancouver and analyzed for tungsten, tin, gold and silver. A few 

samples were analyzed for lead, zinc, titanium and zirconium. 

Results were plotted on 1:10000 scale topographic maps. During the 

summer and fall of 1979 this data will be transferred to new 1:5000 

scale maps prepared by McElhanney Engineering. During the fall of 

1978 and spring of 1979 all the geochemical data was compiled and 

processed with the aid of a C.G.E. computer. Statistical analysis 

of the results was done by hand. 

Stream Sediment and Soil Geochemistry 

Silt samples were taken in most drainages within and surrounding 

the claim block. A 150 meter sample interval was established on all 

streams. Due to lack of sediment at a specific site, the sample 

was taken where silt first occurred. This resulted in a few devia

tions from the 150 meter interval. The distance between the sample 

sites on the streams were rarely less than 100 meters apart. A 

150 meter sample interval was used for soil sampling on the grid 

lines. The grid lines are 455 meters apart. The grid trends 

Az. 004° on the S.A. claim lines 094° on the Swede claim lines. 

It is not known what effects glaciation has had on the Secret 

Creek Claim area. Test profiles were done prior to sampling to 

check soil horizon development. No distinct horizons were observed 

and the soil was gravelly. Because heavier minerals like scheelite, 

gold and cassiterite would be concentrated near bedrock, it was 

decided to utilize soil augers to take the samples. Soil augers 

1~ inches in diameter were driven 1 meter into the soil and the 
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samples were taken from the last 10 ems. This yielded a series of 

samples taken at a consistent depth over all the grid lines. A 

total of 211 stream sediment and 265 soil samples were taken and 

analyzed for tungsten, tin, gold and silver. Six samples were 

analyzed for lead, zinc, titanium and zirconium. 

GEOCHEMICAL SAMPLE PREPARATION AND ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES - 1978 

ppm Ag, ppb Au, ppm W, ppm Sn 

Sample Preparation (Silts, Sediments) 

Sample materials are dried at 50°C. and screened to -35 mesh. The 

screened portion is pulverized in a ring grinder to reduce particle 

size and also acts to homogenize the sample. This is required 

when tin and tungsten values are required. 

Sample Analysis 

ppm Silver 

A 1 gm. sample is attacked with HC104-HNo
3

, heating to fuming HC10
4

. 

After dilution to volume with demineralized water and mixing, the 

silver content is determined by atomic absorption spectrometry 

with simultaneous background correction. 

ppm Tungsten 

An 0.2 g. sample is fused with potassium pyrosulfate and leached 

in HCl. An aliquot is reduced with stannous chloride and quanti

tatively extracted with toluene-3, 4-dithiol in amylacetate in a 

water bath. The tungsten dithiolate is dissolved in kerosene and 

the concentration determined colorimetrically against tungsten 

standards carried through the same extraction procedure. 
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ppm Tin 

A 1 gm. sample is sintered with ammonium iodide and the stannic 

iodide volatilized trapped on a cool surface of the test tube. 

After leaching with HCl and reduction with ascorbic acid, the tin 

is quantitatively extracted into methylisobutylketone containing 

trioctylphosphine oxide. The tin concentration is determined by 

atomic absorption spectrometry against tin standards extracted by 

the same procedure. 

ppb Gold 

Five grams of pulverized material is digested to dryness twice 

with Aqua Regia. The residue is baked and dissolved in 25% HCl. 

Gold is extracted into MIBK as the gold bromide complex. The 

extract is analyzed for gold by atomic absorption techniques. 

Detection limit = 10 ppb. 

Data Compilation and Computer Processing 

Prior to the sampling, a 50 column sample code sheet was made 

up. This sheet was used in the field and the sampler, sample 

location, sample type, sample composition etc. were identified 

by code numbers or letters. This system was used for all sampling 

on the Secret Creek and Dublin Gulch Projects. These sheets could 

then be key punched directly from the field. The key punched data 

was then fed into the computer where a sort according to sample 

type was done. The sample analysis results were key punched and 

fed into the computer where they were merged with the appropriate 

sample numbers and types. The sorted data was stored in the computer 

system according to a file system listed below. 

1) soil samples and corresponding analysis results -

"SC Dirt File" 

2) silt samples and corresponding analysis results -

"SC Sed File" 
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All the samples and their analysis results belonging to the 

above files are listed and located in the pouch attached to the 

report. 

A statistical analysis program was adapted to the geochemical 

data situation. It was found that ordinary statistical procedures 

cannot be made "to fit" the data so the results of the program 

were not completely satisfactory. More work is needed to provide 

a suitable program. The computer statistics program was not run 

for Secret Creek as it was on Dublin Gulch. 

A statistical analysis was done on each element by hand 

(tungsten, tin, gold, silver) for soil and silt samples. This 

was done to determine background levels, threshold break and 

anomalous levels. The average, standard deviation, log of 

mean, log of standard deviation and cumulative percent for 

each element was calculated from histogram analysis. The data 

was plotted by hand on semi-logarithmic paper with parts per 

million or billion located on the X axis and cumulative percent 

on the Y axis . 

Interpretation of Stream Sediment Geochemical Data 

(four elements plotted on Maps 3, 4, 5 and 6) 

abbreviations ppm - parts per million 

ppb - parts per billion 

Tungsten (see Figure 3 and Map 3) 

The background readings for tungsten in sediment samples are 

2 ppm or less. Virtually all drainages within and surrounding the 

claim area register background readings. The threshold break for 

tungsten is 2 ppm while first order anomalies range between 2 and 

4 ppro's. Only a few second order anomalies (greater than 4 ppm's) 

are found in the stream sediments. Map 3 is contoured and colour 

coded according to the order of the anomaly. Sec~nd order anomalies 
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for the most part are single sample anomalies and no connection to 

a possible source area can be made. A 22 ppm sample occurs on a 

creek located west of Secret Creek is a case in point. Sample 

No. S-151 is the sample in question. Two streams that have 

second order anomalies that are relatively continuous are 

located on Secret Creek near Swede No. 3 claim and on a north

westerly trending stream that crosses the Swede 38 and 40 claims 

near Haggart Creek. These two areas may be underlain by scheelite 

bearing skarn horizons and require further investigation in the 

form of deeper sampling and possibly some trenching. 

Tin (see Figure 4 and Map 4) 

From the graph on Figure 4 it is readily shown that the 

background levels for tin in the Secret-Swede Creek area is 

less than 2 ppm's. First order anomalies range in value from 

the threshold break at 2 ppm to 14 ppm's. Second order anomalies 

range from 14 ppm to the highest value of 120 ppm. 

By observing the data from the work on Dublin Gulch it is 

known that tin in sediments and soil is almost exclusively 

related to intrusive events in the form of small granitic plugs. 

The Secret Creek claims have numerous first and second order 

anomalies primarily along Secret Creek and Swede Creek southeast 

and downstream from its confluence with Secret Creek. The 

anomalous values continue into Haggart Creek. 

As tin is the most randomly distributed element on the property 

it may highlight underlying geologic features better than all the 

other elements. With abundant 2nd order anomalous stream samples 

occurring it is felt by the writer that an overburden covered tin 

bearing intrusive may be found on the slopes flanking Secret Creek. 
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Vein extensions from the Peso showings to the northeast may be tin 

bearing and underly the property. A careful check of talus slopes 

and if possible, outcrop, should be done on the eastern flanks of 

the Secret-Swede Creek Valleys. The eastern half of the Swede 

claims would be covered in this check. Single sample anomalies 

are most likely the results of erosion of very small tin bearing 

quartz veins. 

Gold (see Figure 5 and Map 5) 

From the graph on Figure 5 the sediments of the Secret Creek -

Swede Creek claims have a background of less than 10 p.p.b. The 

threshold break occurs at 10 p.p.b. Another break in slope is 

clearly evident at 20 p.p.b. First order anomalies range between 

10 and 20 p.p.b. 's while second order anomalies are greater than 

20 p.p.b. 's. No further breaks in the slope of the line occur 

beyond 20 p.p.b. 's which suggests only one source for the gold. 

Three second order anomalies occur in stream sediments. The first 

anomaly is located near the mouth of a creek (also called Secret 

Creek) where it flows into Swede Creek on the S.A. - 14 claim. 

The sample range from 10 p.p.b. 's to 70 p.p.b. 's. The second 

anomaly is located on Swede Creek southeast of where Secret Creek 

joins in. This anomaly ranges from 10 p.p.b. 's to 140 p.p.b. 

This is in the locale of the Swede #4 and #6 claims. The third 

anomaly occurs along a northwesterly trending stream near its 

confluenic with Haggart Creek. The Swede #37, 38 and #40 claims 

cover this anomaly. This anomaly ranges from 10 p.p.b. 's to 

70 p.p.b. All of these anomalies appear to represent downstream 

concentration of gold as they occur near the mouths' of creeks. 

Underlying gold quartz veins may be outlined by these anomalies. 
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Silver (see Figure 6 and Map 7) 

Background readings for silver and sediments in the S.A. and 

Swede claims area are less than .1 p.p.m. The threshold break is 

at .1 p.p.m. First order anomalies range from .1 p.p.m. to .2 p.p.rn. 

A distinct break in the slope of the line occurs at .2 p.p.m. and 

makrs the start of second order anomalous readings. 

Only two streams in the claims area exhibit second order 

anomalies. A small stream that joins Swede Creek in the vicinity 

of the S.A. #5 claims has only one sample with a background value 

of .1 p.p.m. The remaining 5 samples have values ranging from 

.4 p.p.m. to 1.2 p.p.m. This stream carries some of the most 

anomalous readings found in the claim area. The second small 

anomalous stream lies to the east of the above mentioned stream 

and also drains into Swede Creek passing through the S.A. #2, 4, 

13 and 15 claims. The samples on this stream have values ranging 

from .1 p.p.m. to .8 p.p.m. Detailed soil sampling and prospecting 

is required to help locate the source area for these anomalies. 

Small silver and lead bearing quartz veins may cross the area in a 

northeasterly direction. 

Interpretation of Soil Geochemical Data 

(four elements plotted on Maps 3, 4, 5 and 6) 

abbreviations p.p.m. - parts per million 

p.p.b. - parts per billion 

Tungsten (see Figure 7 and Map 3) 

The background readings for tungsten in soil samples are 2 p.p.m. 

or less while the threshold break is right at 2 p.p.m. Any values 

over 2 p.p.m. are considered anomalous. Contour intervals of 3 p.p.m. 

and 6 p.p.m. were used on Map 3 to make subtle anomalies stand out 

from the many samples with values of 2 p.p.m. Three second order 
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level anomalies in soil samples are found on the Swede claims. 

The first one is a single sample anomaly with a reading of 10 p.p.m. 

that lies in the Swede #5 claim. A small amount of skarnif ied 

scheelite bearing scree or scheelite bearing quartz vein scree 

may be the source of this anomaly. Two samples, one up slope 

and the other downslope from the anomalous sample register only 

background readings so the source area is localized and small. 

The second anomaly is made up of two widely spaced samples that 

have values of 6 p.p.m. and 25 p.p.m. respectively. This anomaly 

crosses the Swede 6, 17, 18, 19 and 20 claims. No float rock or 

outcrop was located in the area of this anomaly. Again samples 

on either side of the anomalous one carry only background levels 

of tungsten. The third anomaly is made of a single 28 p.p.m. 

sample on the Swede 38 claim. This is a significant anomaly in 

that it may be connected with the anomalous stream (discussed 

earlier) to the east that enters Haggart Creek after it crosses 

the Swede 38 and 40 claims. Downslope creek of scheelite in 

soils emanating from skarn units are the likely source of the 

stream and soil anomalies. More detailed sampling and prospecting 

is required in this area. 

Tin (see Figure 8 and Map 4) 

Most of the tin anomalies in the claim area are found in 

stream sediment. Secret Creek, Swede Creek (S.E. of its junction 

with Secret Creek) and a small creek west of the S.A. claims 

(crossing S.A. #5) all have first to third order anomalies. Many 

of the stream samples have in excess of 10 p.p.m. tin while soil 

samples rarely exceed 6 p.p.m. tin. Tin is much more mobile is 

sediments than in soils. 
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In soil smaples the background values are less than 2 p.p.rn. 

The threshold break is at 2 p.p.m. while two more breaks in slope 

at 3 and 6 p.p.m. indicate the second order and third order anomaly 

breaks respectively. This is quite different than the graph for 

sediment samples shown on Figure 4. 

Three second order soil anomalies occur on the claims. The 

first one is located near the confluence of Secret Creek and Swede 

Creek and covers the S.A. #24 and 26 claims as well as the Swede 

1-4 claims. The anomaly contains samples ranging from 3 p.p.m. 

to 79 p.p.m. The second anomaly is located on the Swede 7, 8, 9, 

10 and 23 claims. The samples in this anomaly range from 2 p.p.m. 

to 5 p.p.m. Although appearing to be a very weak anomaly, the 

fact that tin does not exhibit its presence in soil as well as it 

does in sediments, may make this a significant anomaly. A close 

check of the gravelly material in the soil should be done to see 

if any pieces of tin bearing quartz pebbles can be found. This 

material may not be displaced too far from its source. The third 

anomaly is a single sample anomaly located at the junction point 

of the S.A. #30 and Swede 15 and 16 claims. As this sample is 

close to a ridge top, the soil cover may be thin. Some hand 

trenching may expose bedrock and facilitate limited geologic 

mapping thereby locating the source of the anomaly. 

Gold (see Figure 9 and Map 5) 

From Figure 9 it can be seen that background levels for soil 

samples are less than 20 p.p.b. The threshold break is at 20 p.p.b. 

and any values greater that this are considered anomalous. 

Five anomalies of greater than 20 p.p.b. are found on the 

claims. The first one is a very significant one and is located 

on the S.A. 9 and 10 claims. Two samples make up this anomaly 

and have values of 120 and 180 p.p.b. respectively. This anomaly 
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is located near a ridge top and although no outcrop is located in 

this area, it is believed that overburden is thin and some hand 

trenching may locate bedrock and possible sources for the gold. 

The second anomaly is a single sample anomaly that has a reading 

of 30 p.p.b. and is located on the S.A. #4 and S.A #13 boundary 

line. This anomaly may represent an alluvial fan concentration as 

it is located near the mouth of a small stream. The third anomaly 

is also a single sample anomaly located on the Swede #3 claim. It 

has a value of 30 p.p.b. This anomaly may be the result of con

centration of gold from downslope soil creep as it is located 

downslope from the fourth anomaly of the same value. This 

anomaly is located on the Swede #5 claim. A very small source 

for both these anomalies is suggested because the values of the 

anomalies are low and they are discontinuous. The fifth anomaly 

has been mentioned previously under "Gold" in sediments. This 

anomaly is a coincident soil and sediment anomaly. A single 

soil sample with a value of 70 p.p.b. is surrounded by other 

soil and sediment samples with values of 20 p.p.b. This anomaly 

is located on the Swede #37, #38 and 40 claims and is coincident 

with the tungsten anomaly found on the small stream that flows 

northwesterly into Haggart Creek across the Swede #38 and #40 

claims. Because of the occurrence of gold and tungsten in the 

same relative area, this anomaly becomes significant and follow 

up evaluation as suggested previously is required. 

Silver (see Figure 10 and Map 6) 

The background readings for soil samples in the claims area 

is .1 p.p.m. and the threshold break occurs at .2 p.p.m. Values 

over .2 p.p.m. are considered anomalous. Only two streams 

(described previously) have anomalous readings of significance. 

Five soil anomalies of greater than .2 p.p.m. Ag. are found on 

the claims. The first anomaly is located on the S.A. #28 and 

#30 and Swede #2 claims. The readings range from .2 p.p.m. to 

.4 p.p.m. This anomaly is located on the nose of a ridge which 

30. 
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has anomalous samples in tin and gold near top of the ridge. The 

second and third anomalies are single sample anomalies located on 

the Swede #3 and #5 claims. These samples both have values of .4 

p.p.m. and are nearly coincident with the previously described 

third and fourth gold anomalies. The fourth silver anomaly is 

located on the Swede #25, #26, #27 and #28 claims. The sample 

range in value from .2 p.p.m. to .6 p.p.m. Ag. The fifth 

anomaly lies to the west of the fourth anomaly and the samples 

range in value from .2 p.p.m. to 4 p.p.m. Ag. It is significant 

to note that the fourth and fifth silver anomalies lie along an 

east-west trend that may outline a buried silver bearing vein 

system similar to those on the Peso claims lying to the north

east. More detailed soil sampling and a small amount of cat 

trenching if results warrant it should be considered. 

32. 



APPENDIX I 

Notarized Statement of Costs and Statement of Qualifications 



Statement of Costs: S.A. 1-30 and SWEDE 1-42 

Personnel (field work) Summer 1978 

B. Lennan - Project Supervisor 
1208 - 2008 Fullterton Ave. 
North Vancouver, B.C. 

D. Lyman - Project Geologist 
307 Maude Road 
Port Moody, B.C. 

Robert Plummer - Geologist 
403 - 1720 Barclay St. 
Vancouver, B.C. 

Don Storie - Junior Assistant 
General Delivery 
Armstrong, B.C. 

July 1 and 4 - Set out survey sites 
Aug. 14 and 15 - Set up and organize 
geochemistry and prospecting program 
with D. Lyman 

July 2 - Cut and set out survey sites 

Aug. 17 - Set up grid lines, sample 
procedures and assign traverses 
to crew 

Sept. 2 - Prospect for outcrop on claims 

Sept. 5 - lay out rough data plot 
on 1:50000 maps for 
sampler to plot their work on 

Sept. 2-5 - geologic survey of lines on 
S.A. and SWEDE claims to try 
and locate any outcrop to 
help with geologic inter
pretation 

- Aug. 23-27 - Compass, chain and place 
station markers on claim 
lines and intermediary 
claim boundary lines 

- Aug. 28-31 - Recon. stream sediment 
sampling 
Secret Creek and others 
N.E. of SWEDE claims. 
Soil sampling on new lines 

- 2 days - $65/day 
- 2 days 11 

- 1 day - $66/day 

- 1 day - II 

- 1 day - $66/day 

- 1 day - $66/day 

- 4 days - $64/day 

- 5 days - $55/day 

- 4 days - $55/day 

Total 

$130 
$130 

$260 

$ 66 

$ 66 

$ 66 

$ 66 

Total $264 

$256 

Total $256 

$275 

$220 

Total $495 



Chris Stevens - Senior Assistant - Aug. 23-27 
E. 45th Ave. 
Vancouver, B.C. 

Gary Sopher - Junior Assistant 
University of British Columbia 

Aug. 28-29 

- Aug. 23-25 

Aug. 28-29 

Dave Coffin - Senior Geological Assistant 
201-1972 Robson St. - Aug. 23-25 
Vancouver, B.C. 

Aug. 29-30 

Sept. 10-14 -

Work with Don Storie 
on compassing and chaining 
S.A. and SWEDE claim lines 
to facilitate geochem. survey 

Soil sampling along established 
claim grid lines. S.A. and 
SWEDE claims 

Assist D. Coffin in compassing 
and chaining claim lines and 
boundary lines on S.A. and 
SWEDE Claims 

Soil sampling along 2 lines on 
S.A. claims 

Compass and chain in claim 
lines and intermediary claim 
boundary lines for geochemical 
soil survey 

Sample 2 lines on SWEDE claims 
and lower Swede Creek 

Recon. silt sample and prospect 
along Secret Creek, Swede Creek, 
one stream north-northwest of 
S.A. claims #2 and #4 and stream 
lying due west of S.A. #7 and #9 

5 days - $60/day - $300 

2 days - $60/day - $120 

Total $420 

3 days - $48/day - $144 

2 days - $48/day - $ 96 

Total $240 

3 days - $65/day $195 

2 days - $65/day - $325 

5 days - $65/day - $130 

Total $650 



Joe Wyckoff - Sept. 3-7 
Victoria, B.C. 

Personnel (Office) 

Dave Lyman - Project Geologist 
307 Maude Road 
Po .. t ~o•.ly B ( . . 

Dave Coffin - Senior Geological Assistant 
201 - 1972 Robson St. 
Vancouver, B.C. 

- Soil sample 2 grid lines on SWEDE 
claims. Silt sample creek running 
N.W. into Haggart Creek crossing 
SWEDE 38 and 40 claims. Silt 
samples two streams flowing 
northerly across S.A. 15, 17, 19 
and S.A. 26, 28, 30 claims. Silt 
samples stream running S.E. into 
S.A. #5 claim 

- 5 days - $48/day 

Total 

Total Field Wages 

- Dec. 19-22 - Sort geochemical 
results and had data keypunched. 
Process through C.G.E. computer 
system. Eliminated statistical 
program used in Dublin Gulch 
work. 

- Dec. 19-20 - Splice four 1:50000 
map sheets together to cover 
claim area. Blow up to 1:10000 
and rough plot all data (geo
chemical and claim) onto base) 
ready for final draft. 

- 4 days - $66/day 

Total 

- 2 days - $65/day 

Total 

$ 240 

$ 240 

$2,825 

$ 264 

$ 26.4 

$ 130 

$ 130 



B. Lennan - Project Supervisor 
1208 - 2008 Fullerton Ave. 
North Vancouver, B.C. 

Joyce Irvine - Secretary 
1207 - 1015 Burrard St. 
Vancouver, B.C. 

- June 11-30 - Report preparation. Send 
rough base map for final drafting. 
Organized layout of report, do 
analysis of 4 elements for sediments 
samples and 4 elements for soil 
samples. Statistics compiled from 
computer listing of all geochemical 
data. Upon receipt of completed 
base map from draftsmen, made 4 
overlay sheets, 1 for W03, Sn, Ag 
and Au and contoured the results. 
Make logarithmic graphs. Write 
up report and compile. 

- June 25-29 - Type up rough draft, 
correct errors, omissions. Type 
final draft. 

out 15 days - $105 $1,575 

Total $1,575 

5 days - $53/day $ 265 

Total $2,234 



Invoiced Expenditures Incurred for Assessment of Secret Creek Property (S.A. and SWEDE claims) 

McElhanney Surveying 
Vancouver, B.C. 
Invoice 119021245 

and Engineering - Production of 13 map sheets - aerial 
photography and surveying 

119021247 

Chemex Laboratories 
212 Brooks Bark Ave. 
North Vancouver, B.C. 
Invoice Nos. 28096, 28404, 

29064, 29059, 
29135, 29288 

Helicopter Time 

Cascade Rotors 
Box 443 
Princeton, B.C. 

Total $44,074.87 = 3390.37/map sheet 
10 9/10 map sheets for Dublin Gulch 
2 map sheets Secret Creek claims area 

3390.37 x 2 

- Analysis for Au, Ag, wo3 and Sn 
211 sediment samples 
265 soil samples at $10.00/sample 

- Aug. 26 - Sept. 18 
Flight Report Nos. 
242, 252, 255, 258-270 
19.6 hrs. at $200/hour 

Aerial Triangulation Survey and 
geochemical survey and mapping. 
Pick ups - drop offs and moving 
surveyors and equipment from 
site to site. 
6 hrs. - aerial triangulation 
13.6 hrs. - sampling crews 

Fuel - White Pass Petroleum Services - 100/130 Augas for B-2 
Mayo, Yukon Territory Helicopter 

Invoice Nos. 974132 
974177 
974210 

7 drums at $57.92/drum 

= $6,780.74 

= $4,760.00 

= $3,920.00 

= $ 405.44 



Dublin Gulch Mining Ltd. 
R. Holway 
Whitehorse, Yukon Territory 

Canadian General Electric 
Vancouver, B.C. 

Map Production 
Dominion Reprographics 
Vancouver, B.C. 

Report Preparation 
Altair Drafting 
821 W. Pender St. 
Vancouver, B.C. 

- Board - $15 manday 

July 
Aug. 
Sept. 

3 mandays x $15 
29 mandays x $15 
16 mandays x $15 

- Dec. 19-22 - keypunching, program 
consulting and data 
processing 

Blow-up of splice goverment 1:50000 maps 
to a scale of 1:10000 for plotting geochem 
samples. Map sheets 106D-4, 115-P-16, 
105M-13 

- Made complete, new topo base map from 
1:10000 scale blow-up to eliminate 
vegetation markings on government 
originals. Plotted all claims, 
grant number and samples with all 
geochemical results. 30 at $15/hr. 

Total Invoiced Expenditures 

Total Project Cost - Wages Plus 
Invoiced Expenditures 

= 

Total 

= 

= 

= 

$ 
$ 
$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

$ 

45 
435 
240 

720 

150 

345 

450 

$17,531.18 

$22,570.18 



A F F I D A V I T 

I, WILLIAM BRIAN LENNAN, Exploration Geologist, of 

1208 - 2008 Fullerton Avenue, North Vanouver, British Columbia, 

MAKE OATH AND SAY AS FOLLOWS: 

THAT costs in the total sum of $22,590.18 have veen 

incurred by Canada Tungsten Mining Corporation Limited for 

carrying out assessment work on the S.A. 1-30 (YA30321 

YA30350) and SWEDE 1-41 (YA30351 - YA30392) claims. 

SWORN BEFORE ME at the City of) 

Vancouver, in the Province of )) 

4(~ British Columbia this ) __,_ __ _ 
day of July, 1979 

I ! 
\AJ.ilotary Public in' and for 
' / ·v 
the Province of British 

Columbia 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

William Brian Lennan 



STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS 

I, WILLIAM BRIAN LENNAN, as a representative of Canada Tungsten 

Mining Corporation Limited and project supervisor, specified that 

an aerial photography survey, aerial triangulation survey, 1:5000 

and 1:10000 scale map production, geological and geochemical 

evaluations be performed for assessment purposes on the S.A. 1-30 

(YA30321 - YA30350) and SWEDE 1-42 (YA30351 - YA30392) claims 

and certify: 

1.) THAT I am a 1973 graduate of the University of 

British Columbia with a Bachelor of Science degree 

in Geology. 

2.) THAT I have practised my profession in Geology for 

6 years (4 years in British Columbia, 2 years in 

Yukon Territory). 

3.) THAT I am registered as an Engineering Pupil of the 

Association of Professional Engineers of British 

Columbia. 

4.) THAT my applications for Fellow Membership status 

with the Geological Association of Canada and the 

Canadian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy are 

nearing process completion. 

William Brian Lennan 
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